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SAMPLE DAY 1

WORKOUT
DOUBLE AMRAP

AMRAP x 8 MINUTES
200m Run

7 Up-Downs
14 Single Arm Front Rack DB Lunges* 

(50/35) | (35/25)

*Switch arms at 7 reps

-Rest 3:00-

AMRAP x 8 MINUTES
200m Run

7 Up-Downs
14 Single Arm Front Rack DB Lunges* 

(50/35) | (35/25)

*Switch arms at 7 reps

BUTTS & GUTS FINISHER
3 SETS

1:00 Hollow Hold
1:00 Russian Twist

:30 L. Leg Glute Bridge Hold
:30 R. Leg Glute Bridge Hold

-Rest as needed b/t Sets-

SAMPLE DAY 2 SAMPLE DAY 3
STRENGTH

ON A 12:00 RUNNING CLOCK
Build to a moderate-heavy single 

Squat Clean & Jerk*

*Loading should be 20-25% heavier than
workout weight

PARTNER RECOVERY WORKOUT
MODERATE PACE

AMRAP x 15 MINUTES
PARTNER 1

Bike or Row
Consistent Effort (75%)

PARTNER 2
5 Strict Pull-ups

10 Honest Push-ups
15 Air Squats

-2:00 Transition-

AMRAP x 15 MINUTES
PARTNER 1

Bike or Row
Consistent Effort (75%)

PARTNER 2
5 Plate Bent Over Row
10 Plate Ground to OH

15 Plate Hops**

WORKOUT NOTES
*P2 is the pacesetter in both efforts

**Plate hops, both feet on and off the plate at
the same time – think fast feet

WORKOUT
"CALIFORNIA LOVE"

FOR TIME
30 Squat Clean & Jerk* 

(155/105) | (115/75)

*Perform 5 Burpees after every 5 reps of C&J 
*Workout ends with 5 Burpees after the 30th rep

COOL DOWN
5:00 GROUP MOBILITY

Focus on Lats and T-Spine
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INTRO (CONTINUED)
setting up for the workout, talk to your athletes individually and give them a goal. The goal can be rounds or reps related. 

Have in mind that some of your athletes will be ready to hit this workout hard, but you might have some individuals who 

want to take it a little easier today based on how they felt pre-workout. Meet your athletes where they are at today!

We’ll end the day with a quick finisher that will take athletes through some butts and guts movements. For your newer or 

deconditioned athletes make sure your scale this part appropriately - both reps and ROM. Set aside 10:00 at the end of 

class to allow everyone to finish all 3 sets. 
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SAMPLE DAY 1

WORKOUT
DOUBLE AMRAP

AMRAP x 8 MINUTES
200m Run
7 Up-Downs
14 Single Arm Front Rack DB Lunges* 
(50/35) | (35/25)

*Switch arms at 7 reps

-Rest 3:00-

AMRAP x 8 MINUTES
200m Run
7 Up-Downs
14 Single Arm Front Rack DB Lunges* 
(50/35) | (35/25)

*Switch arms at 7 reps

SAMPLE DAY 1 SESSION PLAN

HIGHLIGHTS
GOAL – High cycle time, non-stop style Double AMRAP. Quick transitions are a 

must...nowhere to hide in this workout. Goal of the 3:00 rest is a repeatable 

effort in the second set, match or beat 1st effort!

FOCUS – Scaling the reps / loading to ensure athletes keep moving as well as 

land key POP for the lunge (proper rack and full ROM).

TIME – Total workout time is 19 minutes. If want to include finisher, leave 

additional 10:00 at the end of class.

INTRO
Hola, coaches! We have an extremely fun workout in store for our athletes 

today. It has been a tough week so far after all the skill and barbell work from 

the past couple of days  so athletes might feel a little beat up. Make sure to 

touch base with your athletes pre-class or during the brief...ask them how they 

feel and get them ready to tackle today’s Double AMRAP. This is a great time to 

get some valuable information from your athletes in order to help coach them 

better and know them better.

The workout today consists of  two 8:00 AMRAPs separated by a 3:00 rest. We 

want athletes to move FAST in both efforts...that’s why we have the extended 

rest! The movements today are fairly simple and do not require highly refined 

mechanics. This is a bit of grunt work -- put your head down and go!  Athletes 

will start with a 200m Run, 7 Up Downs and 14 Alt. SA Front Rack DB Lunges 

(50/35)(35/25). Overall, athletes should be moving with a purpose without 

slowing down much. Transitions today really matter...guide your athletes to 

stay focused!

For the Lunges, we’re looking to establish a solid front rack position and solid 

step out/back. These are the critical POP for the rack lunge, make sure your 

demonstration matches! Goals in this workout are also very important. While 

BUTTS & GUTS FINISHER
3 SETS
1:00 Hollow Hold
1:00 Russian Twist
:30 L. Leg Glute Bridge Hold
:30 R. Leg Glute Bridge Hold

-Rest as needed b/t Sets-
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SAMPLE DAY 1 SESSION PLAN

INTRO (CONTINUED)
setting up for the workout, talk to your athletes individually and give them a goal. The goal can be rounds or reps related. 

Have in mind that some of your athletes will be ready to hit this workout hard, but you might have some individuals who 

want to take it a little easier today based on how they felt pre-workout. Meet your athletes where they are at today!

We’ll end the day with a quick finisher that will take athletes through some butts and guts movements. For your newer or 

deconditioned athletes make sure your scale this part appropriately - both reps and ROM. Set aside 10:00 at the end of 

class to allow everyone to finish all 3 sets. 

STIMULUS
The workout today is intended to be fast. Fairly simple movements with moderate-high volume. We don’t want to see 

athletes get slowed down due to load or amount of reps. The 200m Run should take no longer than 1:00. If athletes 

cannot finish 200m in 1:00 or less, scale the distance down to something manageable. 7 Up-Downs shouldn’t be a 

problem and should take no longer than :15-:20.

The weight on the SA Front Rack DB Lunges should be something that athletes can perform 7 reps unbroken, quickly 

switch arms and perform another 7 reps. 14 total reps should take around :45. Overall, we’re looking at least 3 rounds for 

everyone and 3+ rounds for your ninjas.

TIMELINE
0-4 Brief (4 min)

4-14 Extended General Warm-up (10 min)

14-17 Break (3 min)

17-22 Movement Review & Workout Set-up (5 min)

22-41 Workout (19 min)

41-45 Break & Clean Up (4 min)

45-55 Finisher (10 min)

55-60 High Fives & Closing (5 min)

INTRO
Hola, coaches! We have an extremely fun workout in store for our athletes 

today. It has been a tough week so far after all the skill and barbell work from 

the past couple of days  so athletes might feel a little beat up. Make sure to 

touch base with your athletes pre-class or during the brief...ask them how they 

feel and get them ready to tackle today’s Double AMRAP. This is a great time to 

get some valuable information from your athletes in order to help coach them 

better and know them better.

The workout today consists of  two 8:00 AMRAPs separated by a 3:00 rest. We 

want athletes to move FAST in both efforts...that’s why we have the extended 

rest! The movements today are fairly simple and do not require highly refined 

mechanics. This is a bit of grunt work -- put your head down and go!  Athletes 

will start with a 200m Run, 7 Up Downs and 14 Alt. SA Front Rack DB Lunges 

(50/35)(35/25). Overall, athletes should be moving with a purpose without 

slowing down much. Transitions today really matter...guide your athletes to 

stay focused!

For the Lunges, we’re looking to establish a solid front rack position and solid 

step out/back. These are the critical POP for the rack lunge, make sure your 

demonstration matches! Goals in this workout are also very important. While 
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SCALING OPTIONS
RUN – 200m Run should be done in 1:00, scale the distance to fit the time parameter. If running is out today, you can 

substitute it with a 200m Row. 

SINGLE ARM FRONT RACK LUNGES – Scale the weight down to something manageable for 14 reps. For your newer or 

deconditioned athletes you can have them perform Lunges with no weight or low box step ups.
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SAMPLE DAY 1 SESSION PLAN

WARM-UP EXTENDED GENERAL WARM-UP

AMRAP x 10:00 MINUTES
50ft Shuttle Run (down and back 25ft)

10 Slam Balls 

25ft Inchworms

20 Mountain Climbers

25ft Toy Soldiers 

20 Alt. Lunges

*After the warm-up have athletes grab out DBs and go 

over the main POP for the Alt. SA Front Rack DB Lunges. 

Give athletes some time to warm-up to the weight they 

want to use for the workout. Highlight the key POP in your 

demo. 

TEACHING
EFFICIENCY TIPS IN LUNGE & UP-DOWN – In the lunge, want to make sure the athletes keep the back head on the DB close to the 

middle line of the body (resting on the shoulder...not down the front of the body). This is a simple POP that can be landed 

by demonstration (show the proper position and show the improper position).

In the up-down, we want to see the athletes perform the quickest variant that they can sustain. For your more advanced 

athletes, a sprawl with wide feet and snappy hip on the way up will be the likely winner. For more deconditioned athletes, a 

step back and step up might be the most efficient. Make sure to demo both and show the difference / value for both.

COACHES NOTE – Remember, how  we brief the class sets the tone for the remainder of the class. Are you starting your class 

with a positive energy? We all know that the first 5 minutes of class is very important and the energy will carry on 

throughout the hour. Members will pick up on our energy. If we start the class with a negative tone it will be really hard to 

reverse that and get everyone back on track. Every single day, we have to be the best version of ourselves, create an 

inviting atmosphere for our members and show them that we truly care. Start your classes with a big smile and engage 

with your athletes. It is our job to create an inviting environment for our members to have the best hour of their day.
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SAMPLE DAY 2

STRENGTH
ON A 12:00 RUNNING CLOCK
Build to a moderate-heavy single 
Squat Clean & Jerk*

*Loading should be 20-25% heavier than
workout weight

SAMPLE DAY 2 SESSION PLAN

HIGHLIGHTS
GOAL – Get a glimpse at another new NCFIT benchmark and set a new time for 

the next retest! Looking for smooth singles or better the entire time. Weight is 

moderate, 10-20# heavier than Grace.

FOCUS – Build proficiency with the Clean & Jerk or Thruster-Jerk  to maximize 

output. Provide solid demo for both.

TIME – 10:00 of lifting partnered with a 15:00 time cap means a quick body 

weight warm-up followed by lots of barbell prep.

INTRO
Today we get a look at another NCFIT Benchmark Workout...California Love! 

Athletes will be spending a lot of time with the barbell today, starting with a 

10:00 extended warm-up session. Let’s keep in mind that this portion of time is 

not meant to be a max out session, we are simply cutting out time to give 

athletes time to practice and give more experienced athletes time to build past 

their workout weight.  Use this time to do a lot of coaching...people will be 

getting lots of reps in during this time so try to give everyone at least one 

actionable cue that they can focus on for the workout to come! 

After that get people geared up for this nasty benchmark! A bit fo history here, 

this is a slight remix of the workout that won the 2008 CF Games for Jason 

Khalipa! Now...30 Clean & Jerks at slightly above Grace weight is going to be 

tough, but add in a mandatory Squat Clean and 5 Burpees after 5 reps with the 

bar and we are looking at a whole new level of gross! The barbell weight 

should feel moderate and allow for quick singles...athletes should use what 

they build up to in the extended warm-up as a guide to loading for the workout. 

Athletes should shoot for 4-5 reps per minute to finish under the time cap. Get 

everyone fired up for this one and make sure people record scores for the 

retest!

COOL DOWN
5:00 GROUP MOBILITY
Focus on Lats and T-Spine

WORKOUT
"CALIFORNIA LOVE"

FOR TIME
30 Squat Clean & Jerk* 
(155/105) | (115/75)

*Perform 5 Burpees after every 5 reps of 
C&J 
*Workout ends with 5 Burpees after the 
30th rep
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WARM-UP

EMOM x 6 MINUTES
Min 1: 7 Up-Downs + MAX Air Squats 

Min 2: 7 Push-ups + MAX Ring Rows 

After the EMOM have everyone grab out barbells and take them through the Clean & Jerk progression outlined in the 

Teaching Section.
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SAMPLE DAY 2 SESSION PLAN

STIMULUS
We start today with some extended warm-up to build proficiency and confidence.  For your more seasoned athletes they 

can partner up and build up to something moderate-heavy for the day. The focus for all athletes in this portion is to ensure 

proper technique so we shouldn’t be going for a 1RM today, keep it around 75%-85%.  

For our benchmark workout today we will give classes 15:00 to finish but we really want to try and get everyone done sub 

12:00.  The combo of Squat Cleans and Burpees are going to get the lungs and legs burning, but the goal should be to 

complete 4-5 reps a minute to offset the Burpees and give everyone time to finish.  Burpees should only take :15-:20 so 

modify your more deconditioned athletes to less reps or as many as possible in that time frame.

TIMELINE
0-5 Brief (5 min)

5-12 Warm-up (7 min)

12-14 Break (2 min)

14-24 Barbell Prep (10 min)

24-34 Extended Warm-up (10 min)

34-37 Break (3 min)

37-52 California Love (15 min)

52-55 Clean Up (2 min)

55-60 Foam Roll (5 min)
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SCALING OPTIONS
CLEAN AND JERK – If unable to go overhead have athletes modify to a Squat Clean and either add 5-10 reps to the total 

scheme or have them add a little bit of extra weight.  If unable to Squat athletes can Power Clean and Jerk, but again 

consider adding 5-10 reps depending on the athlete’s ability level.  Newer athletes that are having trouble with the full 

Clean can take the bar from the Hang Position to simplify the movement a bit...we want to try and keep barbells in 

everyone’s hands for today.  If unable to clean, athletes will partner a Back Squat from the rig with a DB Push Press. 

BURPEE – If deconditioned athletes should attempt 3 Burpees after each 5 reps or you can have them attempt as many as 

they can in :20.  If unable to do Burpees modify to Up-Downs or Push-ups. 
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SAMPLE DAY 2 SESSION PLAN

TEACHING
CLEAN & JERK PROGRESSION – Because we have a lot of time today let’s really drill home the Clean & Jerk.  You will see reps 

denoted as 5/3...this means the first 5 reps are on your call and the second 3 reps are done by the athlete without the 

coach calling “Go.”  We use the first reps to watch athletes from different angles, and the second set or reps to watch how 

the class as a whole moves. 

This progression will take some time and really get your athletes sweaty.  Make sure to allow athletes rest between 

movements are you progress through and explain the next part of the progression. It might also be a good idea to explain 

to your classes that this will be a longer barbell warm-up to mentally prepare them! 

5/3 High Hang Muscle Cleans (focus...elbow speed)

5/3 Strict Press (focus...overhead active)

5/3 Below the Knee Power Clean (focus...reposition to mid-thigh then speed)

3/2 Front Squat (focus...ROM below parallel)

3/2 Front Squat + Push Press (focus...transfer to PP from FS)

3/2 Squat Clean + Push Press (focus...speed in pull under)

3/2 Squat Clean + Push Jerk (focus...drive under bar)

-Longer Rest-

Explain option for thruster-jerk and demo movement

3/2 Thruster-Jerk  (focus...combination movement, more advanced)
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INTRO (CONTINUED)
hops should be smooth and unbroken as well. Overall, a lot of movement and a lot of ROM...an ideal recipe for some 

sweaty recovery.
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SAMPLE DAY 3

PARTNER RECOVERY WORKOUT
MODERATE PACE

AMRAP x 15 MINUTES
PARTNER 1
Bike or Row
Consistent Effort (75%)

PARTNER 2
5 Strict Pull-ups
10 Honest Push-ups
15 Air Squats

-2:00 Transition-

AMRAP x 15 MINUTES
PARTNER 1
Bike or Row
Consistent Effort (75%)

PARTNER 2
5 Plate Bent Over Row
10 Plate Ground to OH
15 Plate Hops**

SAMPLE DAY 3 SESSION PLAN

HIGHLIGHTS
GOAL – Long, recovery based workout -- physical and mental recovery. Reduce 

stress and just move! Can be dialed up for more intensity if needed.

FOCUS – Partnering athletes smartly to ensure similar work/rest. Provide 

precise demonstration of each movement...be perfect!.

TIME – 32:00 of working time for the recovery workout.

INTRO
A classic NCFIT sweat sesh! Check in with your athletes, see how they are 

feeling after this week of workouts and Cali Love yesterday. Today, we have a 

nice partner recovery workout where we want to see our athletes moving at a 

moderate pace throughout. This one may look easy on paper but after 30 

minutes of consistent movement we guarantee athletes will be in a puddle! 

Two 15 minute AMRAPs for them to work through, broken up by a two minute 

rest. In the first piece, one partner will either a bike or row, while the other 

partner will work through 5 strict pull-ups, 10 “honest” push-ups, and 15 air 

squats. When the second partner completes their pull-ups, push-ups and 

squats; they can tag their partner off their machine and switch. A goal for your 

athletes will be to try and sustain the same pace each round of movements. In 

doing so they can try to hit the same numeric target on the row and bike.

Our moderate pace today is going to allow athletes to work on quality reps for 

all movements in the workout. This is intentional, we are looking to build our 

conditioning base. We want to see honest push-ups so the athletes should 

scale to allow themselves to finish in 1-2 sets. For the air squats we want them 

to keep moving for all 15 reps. These do not have to be lightning fast but try to 

finish all 15 squats without stopping each round...this is a good goal for most 

athletes.  In the plate bent over row and ground to overhead, athletes should be 

using a weight they can complete unbroken and transition from BOR to G2O 

without having to place the plate down until they get to the hops. The plate 

WORKOUT NOTES
*P2 is the pacesetter in both efforts
**Plate hops, both feet on and off the plate 
at the same time – think fast feet
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WARM-UP
It’s Game Time! Play a game with your athletes to get the day going. This can be any game of your choosing. Try to 

determine which game you want to play depending on how many athletes you have in the room. An option for today is 

Hungry Hippos!

To start, place all the medicine balls in the middle of the room. Establish a boundary for the whole area. Athletes will 

circle around the balls at the edge of your set boundary. On 3, 2, 1, Go, athletes will crab walk to the center where the 

medicine balls are placed. They will grab a medicine ball from the center pile to place it on their hips, and crab walk in 

reverse to their starting place. The goal of the game is to obtain the most medicine balls. The game ends when all the 

medicine balls are “eaten” by the athletes.

WARM-UP (CONTINUED)
This can be done in teams or individually. Have the losing team/athletes perform 5 burpees while the winning 

team/athletes hold a hollow body. Have fun with this and get about 2-3 games in to give athletes a chance to “crab” walk 

around and get warm.

Following the warm-up have your athletes get out the equipment they will be using for the workout. Demo all POP you 

want to see from your athletes today and once again emphasize quality reps. Have your athletes work through 5 reps of 

every movement before getting started.
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SAMPLE DAY 3 SESSION PLAN

INTRO (CONTINUED)
hops should be smooth and unbroken as well. Overall, a lot of movement and a lot of ROM...an ideal recipe for some 

sweaty recovery.

TIMELINE
0-5 Brief (5 min)

5-10 Warm-up Game (10 min)

10-15 Room/Equipment (5 min)

15-22 Review Movements (7 min)

22-25 Pre-Workout Break (3 min)

25-57 Workout (32 min)

57-60 Cool Down (3 min)

STIMULUS
We have a two part workout that is longer in duration with moderate volume, with some weightlifting, gymnastics and 

monostructural movements. The intensity is moderate but can be dialed up or down as needed. Athletes should be 

moving and holding a pace they can sustain and breathing should be in control for both AMRAPs. They should be aiming 

for 1:00-1:15 for the three movements for each round. Consider breaking up the movement once, especially for the set of 

5 pull-ups and 10 push-ups. Fatigue in these movements can certainly sneak up on you, and we don’t want athletes going 

to failure.
INTRO
A classic NCFIT sweat sesh! Check in with your athletes, see how they are 

feeling after this week of workouts and Cali Love yesterday. Today, we have a 

nice partner recovery workout where we want to see our athletes moving at a 

moderate pace throughout. This one may look easy on paper but after 30 

minutes of consistent movement we guarantee athletes will be in a puddle! 

Two 15 minute AMRAPs for them to work through, broken up by a two minute 

rest. In the first piece, one partner will either a bike or row, while the other 

partner will work through 5 strict pull-ups, 10 “honest” push-ups, and 15 air 

squats. When the second partner completes their pull-ups, push-ups and 

squats; they can tag their partner off their machine and switch. A goal for your 

athletes will be to try and sustain the same pace each round of movements. In 

doing so they can try to hit the same numeric target on the row and bike.

Our moderate pace today is going to allow athletes to work on quality reps for 

all movements in the workout. This is intentional, we are looking to build our 

conditioning base. We want to see honest push-ups so the athletes should 

scale to allow themselves to finish in 1-2 sets. For the air squats we want them 

to keep moving for all 15 reps. These do not have to be lightning fast but try to 

finish all 15 squats without stopping each round...this is a good goal for most 

athletes.  In the plate bent over row and ground to overhead, athletes should be 

using a weight they can complete unbroken and transition from BOR to G2O 

without having to place the plate down until they get to the hops. The plate 
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WARM-UP
It’s Game Time! Play a game with your athletes to get the day going. This can be any game of your choosing. Try to 

determine which game you want to play depending on how many athletes you have in the room. An option for today is 

Hungry Hippos!

To start, place all the medicine balls in the middle of the room. Establish a boundary for the whole area. Athletes will 

circle around the balls at the edge of your set boundary. On 3, 2, 1, Go, athletes will crab walk to the center where the 

medicine balls are placed. They will grab a medicine ball from the center pile to place it on their hips, and crab walk in 

reverse to their starting place. The goal of the game is to obtain the most medicine balls. The game ends when all the 

medicine balls are “eaten” by the athletes.
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SAMPLE DAY 3 SESSION PLAN

TEACHING
Workouts like today, where an athlete comes in and sees numerous exercises written up on the board, may seem 

overwhelming. This is where we as coaches have to set the tone of confidence and reassurance. It’s also a great 

opportunity to ensure your demo is on point! Our athletes are looking to us to lead them in the class. For today, a great 

way to set the tone is have your breakdown of the class prepared.

Depending on what works best for your gym, split the class to start on either AMRAP, and they can switch out during the 2 

minute rest. Know how you’re going to set the room up ahead of time. If it benefits your gym, with your space and 

equipment, to have all the athletes start on a row while doing the pull-ups, push-ups and squats then have them all start 

with row for the first AMRAP, while the other half of the class will work on the bikes and plates. This can work the other 

way around if necessary, as well. Write this up on your board ahead of time and ready to brief the next day.

As mentioned earlier, have your set-up prepared to explain ahead of time to start each class. Know how you’re going to 

break down class so athletes can come in and just get to work. Today is a recovery day so no need to ramp up the energy 

into overdrive. Start class with a question to get some chatter going, have some fun with the warm-up game, play some 

chill/fun tunes, and your athletes can get a good sweat going at their own pace.

WARM-UP (CONTINUED)
This can be done in teams or individually. Have the losing team/athletes perform 5 burpees while the winning 

team/athletes hold a hollow body. Have fun with this and get about 2-3 games in to give athletes a chance to “crab” walk 

around and get warm.

Following the warm-up have your athletes get out the equipment they will be using for the workout. Demo all POP you 

want to see from your athletes today and once again emphasize quality reps. Have your athletes work through 5 reps of 

every movement before getting started.
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SCALING OPTIONS
PULL-UP – Banded pull-ups are ok today, we just want to 

get our athletes moving so scale band to allow 5 unbroken 

pull-ups, otherwise ring rows also work.

PUSH-UP – Scale to box or knee push-up, still keeping the 

same honest form for these as well

SQUATS – We also want to see honest squats today so if 

necessary have your athletes squat to a ball to preserve 

depth. If the athletes cannot squat have them scale to 

lunges.

PLATE BOR/G2O – Scale to DBs if athletes are having trouble 

using plates.

PLATE HOPS – Athletes can perform lateral jumps over the 

DB. If they are not comfortable jumping over the DB, they 

can perform lateral jumps with no object.
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SAMPLE DAY 3 SESSION PLAN
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